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1. Introduction. In this paper, we study the weak-type (1, 1), and strong type
(/?,/?) ( 1 < / ? < + OO) boundedness of certain Hardy-Littlewood maximal function
operators. These are generated by taking the maximal averages over the left- (resp.
right-) translates of various families of neighbourhoods of the identity in the affine, or
6
ax + b\ group of the line. Investigations of this kind are basic to the study of singular
integral operators. Thus, the aim of the paper is to delineate some of the positive and
negative results for maximal functions on this group.
Let H be the group of orientation-preserving affine transformations of the real line
commonly known as the 'ax + V group. We consider H as the upper half-plane
V>0} .

H={(U,V):UER,

The product of two elements is given by

The left-invariant Haar measure element is dudv/v2 and the modular function A(u9 v)
is ϋ " 1 , the convention being that
1

) f Aθ)dg= f
JH

f(gh)dg.

JH

The group H is isomorphic to the AN part of the standard Iwasawa decomposition of
SL2(R). It is a connected, simply connected solvable group.
Another perspective on H is that it can be considered as the symmetric space
SL2(R)/SO(2). As such, it has a natural geometric structure: SL2(R) acts on it by left
translation; there is a canonical Riemannian metric derived from the Killing form on
the Cartan component p consisting of the set of 2 x 2 symmetric matrices of trace 0.
In our realisation, the Riemannian metric is ds2 = (du2 + dv2)/v2, and if r > 0 , the
Riemannian ball centred at e = (0, 1) of radius r is the Euclidean disc centred at (0, cosh r)
and of radius sinh r.
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With these two perspectives in mind, we consider a number of families {i?Γ}r>0 of
neighbourhoods of the identity element e.
(i) Br is the Riemannian ball of radius r.
(ii) [These can be thought of as 'squares'.] H being identified with /? + ,

(iii) Inversions of (ii):

(iv) [This subsumes (ii) and (iii).] Let ε satisfy 0 < ε < l , and suppose that
φ: R + -+R+ is an increasing function such that
(1)

φ(r)~rQ

as r ^ 0 + ,

where Q is a postive number, and log(φ) satisfies a Lipschitz condition in
the interval [r0, + oo) for some r o > 0 . Define
Bl>* = {(u,v):\u\<vεφ(r),\logv\<ή

.

For each such family {Br}r>0, we define maximal functions ML and Mκ\

f ΆΦu

p ^

(2)

JgBr

o\gBr\
and
(3)

•**/(*) = sup 1

f(u)du
JB

The measure in (2) and (3) is left Haar measure.
(i)-(iv) ( a ) The family (ii) (resp. (iii)) clearly corresponds to the case φ(r) = r, ε = 0 (resp. 1) of (iv). Moreover, (j?**)" 1 =£*"••*; in particular, the sets B}l2tφ are symmetric.
(b) When the group H is thought of as arising from the standard Iwasawa
decomposition of SL2(R), it is conventional to regard it as the semi-direct product
R x R, in which the first factor corresponds to the Cartan sub-algebra and the second
to the root space of a designated positive root. In this setting, it is very natural to
consider the family of squares centred at (0, 0), and the corresponding maximal function.
Transforming these ideas to the realization of H as R + , we have the family (ii).
(c) If ε=l/2, and φ(r) = 2sinh(r/2), the family {B}/2'φ}r>0 is equivalent to
the family (i), since
REMARKS ON THE FAMILIES

where coshR = 2coshr-1 and \BR\ = 2\Br\.
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We study the weak-type (1, 1), and strong type (p,p) (1 <p< + oo) boundedness
of the two maximal functions defined with respect to the various families. We note that,
in case (i), JίL is known to be of weak type (1, 1) [5], as it is also in case (ii) [3].
Actually, the results in [3] and [5] are considerably more general, and deal with arbitrary noncompact Riemannian symmetric spaces, and general AN groups, respectively.
Our main results are that
If 0 < ε < 1/2, the maximal operator JίL is of weak type (1, 1) for every φ; therefore,
by interpolation, it is bounded on LP for every pe(l, +oo]. If l/2<ε<l, then JtL is
unbounded on LP for p close to 1; a fortiori, it is not of weak type (1, 1).
If 0 < ε < l , JiR is unbounded on LP for every pe[l, +oo). A fortiori it is
not of weak type' (1, 1). On the other hand, if ε= 1, MR is bounded on LP for every
/?e(l, +oo].
We shall see that, if ε = l , Mκ can be interpreted equivalently as the maximal
function on R2 taken with respect to a non-homogenoeus family of rectangles. Giulini
and Sjόgren [4] have shown that the weak type (1, 1) behaviour of such maximal functions
depends on the function φ. Most notably, the maximal function Jίκ turns out to be
not of weak type (1, 1) if φ(r) = r; this is the case (iii).
We remark that boundedness results for the right- (resp. left-) invariant
maximal functions would be useful for controlling convolution operators defined by
convolution on the left (resp. right) by appropriate kinds of kernels. Indeed, the
right-invariant convolution operators are, in many contexts, the 'natural' operators: for
instance, they include homogeneous differential operators generated by right-invariant
vector fields. Such operators are (depending on the degree) either skew-adjoint or
self-adjoint, with respect to left Haar measure.
A general discussion of singular integrals and maximal functions on solvable
groups can be found in [2], where some of the problems treated in the present paper
were first raised.
2.

Left-invariant maximal functions. Simple computations show that
f4(1 - ε ) "
A
\Bεr>φ\ = \

(4)

Urφ(r),

THEOREM

x

sinh[(l - ε)r]φ(r),

0 < ε< 1

ε = l .

1. IfO<ε< 1/2, the maximal operator JίL is of weak type (1, 1).

This follows the lines of Clerc and Stein [1]. See also [3]. We split
L
L
into two maximal operators, M ' = Jί\ + M ^ where
PROOF.

L

Jί

= sup \
0<r<l

and

ί
JgB*,Φ

f(u)du
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Ru)du
The operator Jί1^ takes into account the ΊocaΓ behaviour of / . Now
(5)

B°r<

The ratios of the measures of the sets in (5) remain bounded as r->0; see (4). Consequently, it is enough to prove that Jί^ is of weak type (1, 1) when ε = 0. Since φ(r)~rQ
as r->0 + , standard Vitali arguments apply to coverings of a set by translates of the
neighbourhoods {B?'φ}0<r<ί.
So the operator J(\ is of weak type (1, 1), by well-worn
arguments.
As for the operator JίL^ it turns out to be norm bounded O?J L ι , as we now
show.
For (u,v)e H, let
R(u, v) = inf {r > 1: (u, v) e Bε;φ)
and
Then

'*I"] ί

f(z)dz <IB\φ\'1

[χB,Φ(z)] f(gz)\dz ,

and so

1
JH

ι

It suffices to show that τeL (H), equivalently, that τ is integrable with respect to right
Haar measure dudv/v. Making the successive changes of variables u = xvε, v = ey\
y=y\\ — ε), we see that
dx

ul+Φtl^l/O-^sinhljI + xsinhKl-ε^say, where
(6)
and

1
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(7)
Now

which is finite if 0 < ε < 1/2. Inverting the order of integration in (7), we see that
exp(εz)
ι

2

Jo

l + x s i n h [ ( l — ε)φ 1(x)]

Jo

l + 0(z) sinh(l—ε)z

Keeping in mind that log φ(z) satisfies a Lipschitz condition, over z>r0,

we have that

Jro
which is finite if 0 < ε < 1/2.
THEOREM 2. Ifε=\,the
PROOF.

operator JίL is unbounded on LPfor every finite p.

Ifε=l,then
!>;•• = {(ii,!;): -φ{r)<υ-'u<φ(r\

e~r<v<e}

,

and
(8)

\(

For a given point (x, y) and r > 0 , (x, jOBj * is a trapezium about (x, y), with base
line at level ye~r, top at level yer, and side slopes equal to — l/φ(r), l/φ(r). Take a test
function of the form

δ being such that /?<5 > 1. Then / e LP(H).
If 0<}> < 1/2, choose r so that yer= 1. Then
(9)

.ye- r =/<l/

If we impose the condition
(10)
then, in view of (8), (9) and (10),

x
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Cycr

l

Γ

JίLf{x, y) = sup

t~2dt\

r>θ4rφ(r) Jye-r
>•

^

ιi

i JL/i i

/(s, t)ds

J\s-χ\<tφ(r)
ι\ I
' J 1/2

I
J|s-χ|<t

Taking the condition (10) into account, we get from (11)
\\JtLfVp>C

(12)

f 1/2

y

Jo

From the Lipschitz condition on φ, it follows that

Φ(\logy\)<Cy-κ

if

ye(P,yo)9

for suitable C, Kand y0. We can therefore choose δ so that the integral in (12) diverges,
without violating the restriction pδ > 1.
If \/2<ε< 1, then JtL is unbounded on Lp(H)forp sufficiently close to
1 (depending on ε). Consequently, ML is not of weak type (1, 1).
THEOREM 3.

PROOF. The proof uses similar ideas to the one just given for Theorem 2. We
sketch the necessary modifications.
In this instance,

Take the same test function / , and, for 0 < y < 1/2, choose the corresponding r as before.
Then, (compare (10)), provided
(13)
x>2 + φ{\\ogy\)y1~\
we have, in view of (4) and (9),
(14)
^ V ( x , y)> C sinh [(1-ε) I logjIΓ

W

Compare (11). From (14), it can be seen that

(15)

L
\\Jί fVp>C

f 1/2
1
Jo

Compare (12). If 2[p(l —ε)—1]< — 1, then the right side of (15) is infinite if pδ — 1 is
sufficiently small.
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3. Right-invariant maximal functions. We shall prove that if 0 < ε < l , MK is
unbounded on LP for every pe[l9 + oo). Taking into account the results of the previous
section, this brings to light the asymmetry of the maximal operators under consideration.
On the other hand, in the limiting case ε = l , JίR is bounded on LP for every
p e (1, + oo). This maximal operator will be seen to be equivalent to the maximal operator
on R2 taken with respect to a certain non-homogeneous family of rectangles. Giulini
and Sjόgren [4] have shown that the weak type behaviour of such maximal functions
depends on the function φ\ in particular, when φ(r) = r, it is not of weak type (1, 1).
THEOREM

4. IfO<ε<l,the

maximal operator Mκ is unbounded on Lp(H)for every

pe[l, +00).
PROOF.

(16)

This is similar to the proof of Theorem 3. For a fixed g = (x, y) and r>0,
Bϊ*g = {(u,v):yε-r<v<ye, \ u-vxy-ι\<vεy-εφ(r)} .

It follows from (4) that
\ = 4y-\\-ε)-1 sinh[(l-ε)r]φ(r).
The geometry of these sets is quite complicated, but if ε = 0, they are parallelograms of
height 2r whose sides have slope xy~ * and whose base and top are parallel to the x-axis.
Consider the test function
f(χ> y)=X[i,+oo) x [i. 2](χ> y)¥χ) >

where h(x) = x~1/p log"*5*, and where, in the first instance, δ is restricted so that pδ> 1,
making / integrable. If we restrict y so that ye[2, + oo), and choose r so that r = log y,
then the lower edge of the set (16) lies on the lower edge of the support of / ; further,

If we now restrict x so that

we obtain, from the monotonicity of h in the interval [2, -f oo),

~E\ ΛMΛ Γ r2dtί

r>o 4sinh[(l - ε ) r ] # )J -,.
ye
ε

2

x

ε

f(s, t)ds
Jι,-,«-ι!<».,,-«*,)

ε

t - h[txy ~ + t y ~ φ(\og y)]dt > Ch [2xy "

Now change variables by setting t = 2xy~ί +2εy~εφ(log y). Then
1

ll^Vll^cf^log
J2

x
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Since φ(\og y) grows at most polynomially, the last integral diverges if we now impose
the further condition pδ<2.
The theorem covers two important particular cases: those where ε = 0, φ(r) = r, and
ε= 1/2, φ(r) = 2 sinh(r/2). See Remarks (a)-(c) o f t h e Introduction.
The right maximal operators MR with respect to the families of
'squares' and of hyperbolic spheres are unbounded on LP{H) for every pe [1, + oo).
COROLLARY.

THEOREM

5. If ε = l and \<p< + oo, the maximal operator MR is bounded on

PROOF.

Let

AJ(x,y) = \B^(x9y)\-1
Φ

Since | B}- (x, y) \ =yΉrφ(τ\

JBi

φ

(x.y)

if follows from (16) that
[yCr

rt(x + φ(r))/y
r2dt

^f^y^Λrλ

f&W3-

\

4rφ(r)Jyt-r
v

Γ2f(s, ήdsdt.

ί

Jt(x-φ(r))/y

v

2
The mapping / : (u, v)\-*(ue , e ) is a measure-preserving
Γv + r
ru + e~ φ(r) mapping of R onto H. Now
(17)
{Arf)oj(μ, 10= 7777
*'
f°J{*9 v')du',
4rφ(r)J _
J - -v
v

v

r

u c

φir)

also so
(18)

sup|(^ r /)oj( w , t ;)|<sup(2r)- 1 Γ + Γ ^ s u p ( 2 ^ ) - 1 f

*l/^ί^Oldii'.

The right side of (18) is the iterated one-dimensional Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator applied to the function |/°/|, so
r>0

and since / is measure-preserving, we can conclude that
r>0

It can be seen from (17) that Jίκ can be interpreted as
the maximal operator on R with respect to a certain family of rectangles which is not
translation-invariant. The weak type (1,1) boundedness of these operators has been
investigated in [4]. It is shown there that when ε = l , Jίκ is of weak type (1, 1)
if φ(r)>QKr for some K> 1 (and large r); on the other hand, JίR is not of weak type
(1, 1) if φ(r) < ψ(r)er and φ is an increasing function such that log φ(r) <Crq for some q < 1.
REMARKS ON THE PROOF.
2
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